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Our thesis is to design a group of theaters in the 
harbor and industrial area of Stensarmen in Tøns-
berg. 

The project is based on existing industrial buildings 
and we want to find out how we can preserve the 
historical character of the place. 

By adding new structures we will also create a new 
public space for the city. 

The site contains several buildings and construc-
tions that we find both an architectural and histor-
ical value in preserving. Our ambition is to provide 
a new spatial quality among the former industrial 
buildings. We wish to achieve a theater-architec-
ture that we could not have achieved without the 
existing structures. 

The project aims to create a complex, varied and 
different theater experience. We wish to expose 
the functions that are usually hidden in traditional 
theatres such as workshops and spaces for theater 
production. 

Stensarmen is one of several areas in Tønsberg 
which is selected as a potential area for future 
urban development. We consider our project as an 
important part of this development. 

We want to challenge typical transformation pro-
cesses through the following: 

1. To reuse industrial fragments on site. 
2. Ensure a public connection along the waterfront. 
3. Adding a cultural program that can function as 
an important generator for future urban develop-
ment. 

We consider our project to be the first construction 
phase in the development of the area. The future 
urban development will eventually meet and relate 
our project. 

We have chosen to work with theater because 
we find the different parts of the theatreprogram 
intriguing. 

Traditionally, the first connection point between 
the employees of theatre and the audience is on the 
stage.

One of the things that fascinates us in particular 
is the production areas, normally placed in work-
shops separate from the areas accessible for the 
spectators. 

We see an interesting potential in a different orga-
nization of theatres. Our ambition is to expose the 
functions that are normally hidden to the public.
Can this contribute to a new and different theater 
experience? 

Introduction
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Background 

Tønsberg
Tønsberg takes part in the Oslo Fjord region’s great 
growth. 20.000 new residents are expected to move 
to Tønsberg during the next 25 years. 
There is a great political ambition for urban de-
velopment and this makes it natural to look at the 
industrial areas that are located along the canal. 

Tønsberg is Norway’s oldest city and has a long 
history as a harbor city. 
Tønsberg has long traditions in shipping, industry 
and trade. The main industrial areas are located 
along the canal and the surrounding areas of the 
city fjord.  

Tønsberg municipality has already decided that the 
future development and role of the harbor areas 
shall be investigated. 
How important is the harbor’s meaning for the city 
and the region today?
Are all these areas close to the city center still 
needed for harbor functions, or could parts of these 
areas be transformed for the benefit of urban devel-
opment and expansion? 

Stensarmen 
Various feasibility studies have already been carried 
out for different urban functions such as housing, 
offices, culture and recreational areas. 
Stensarmen has the potential to be developed into 
an eastward expansion of the city.

The area has great development potential because 
of its size, near relationship to the sea and the city 
center. 



Map over Oslofjord region

Map shows Tønsberg city center

Map show industrial areas along the channel, 
red marking shows Stensarmen.



Stenasarmen is located on the southeast corner 
of the canal. The area is surrounded by a nature 
reserve to the east (1), the canal bridge to the west 
(2), the board- walk (“Brygga”) connected to the 
city (3), the canal to south (4) and the ring road 
with residential areas to north (5).

Stenarmen location is central in terms of walking 
and cycling from both the city centre and sur-
rounding landscape, arriving from the sea by boat, 
and driving from the canal bridge and along the 
ringroad. 

1. EAST Presterødkilen (walk/bike) 
Presterødkilen is a unique natural reserve with a 
2km path for hiking through reeds and observa-
tionpoints for birds. Presterødkilen wetland system 
is a ramsar-area* and important bird area with 250 
different registered species. 
Connection to site: The path ends in an asphalt 
parking space. 

2. VEST Canal bridge (car) 
To the west, Stenarmen borders to the main road 
FV 3018, which is the only road to Nøtterøy, Tjøme 
and Hvasser (30.000 inhabitants). 

* Ramsar Convention, is an intergovernmental environmental treaty 
established in 1971 by UNESCO. It provides for national action and in-
ternational cooperation regarding the conservation of wetlands, and wise 
sustainable use of their resources.

3. WEST “Brygga” boardwalk and city(walk/bike) 
The boardwalk starts underneath the canal bridge 
and continues along the entire canal. Along the 
boardwalk you find the marina, public places, bars, 
restaurants and hotels. “Brygga” is an important 
part of the city and creates  contact with the canal 
and sea. 
Connection to site: The boardwalk ends and con-
tinues as a street through Stensarmen. The seafront 
is closed and inaccessible. 

4. SOUTH The canal(boat) 
The canal is 2.5 km long. Stensarmen is located at 
the east end of canal. This result in a view to both 
the fjord and the canal. The dimension of the canal 
varies through the city and the narrowest point 
is at Stensarmen (50 meters) before it widens out 
towards the fjord. 

5. NORTH Road and housing (car and living) 
To the north, the area meets the ring road and the 
surrounding suburban residential areas with gar-
dens and housing. 

Surrounding context



Overview foto of Tønsberg, red marking shows Stensarmen
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Stensarmen today is a defined industrial area that is 
not connected to the city and surrounding areas. It 
is  experienced as an inaccessible island in the city. 

Stensarmen is dominated by one and two-story 
industrial buildings, workshops, car stores, offices 
and warehouses. 
The area does´t have an understandable structure. 
The harbor front is not accessible for the city’s 
inhabitants. 

Site
In 2012, the municipality decided that the industry 
at Stensarmen should mainly be relocated to other 
areas. 

The selected site is currently used by Nordbetong 
AS as a concrete factory. 

The site has been strategically chosen for the fol-
lowing reasons: 

1. To use the waterfront to connect the city and 
landscape 
2. The site has a central location in Stensarmen for 
a cultural program 
3. The concrete factory leaves interesting structures 
on the site 

Stensarmen
SITE



Overview foto of Stenarmen, red marking shows our project site

Foto of Stensarmen, seen from the other side of the channel
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Existing structures 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Existing situation on site, 1. Concrete mixing tower, 2. Office, 3. Crane track, 4. Crane, 5. Silotower, 6. Storagehall, 7. 
Storagehall and 8: Sandstorage 

Today, Nordbetong A/S  have a concrete factory on 
the site. 

The factory will leave structures that we have as-
sessed at different levels of conservation value. 

In the structures we maintain, we see an architec-
tural potential. The constructions can be reused 
for new functions and at the same time create a 
connection to the industrial history of the past.

The structures have different form, materiality, ex-
pression and size. They are perceived as individual 
characters on the site. 

SITE
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3. Crane track:
Standing from older industry(storage for 
coal), today the cran track is only used as a 
stand for conveyor belts for sand.
Built in 1939, the oldest element, interest-
ing construction that is directional in the 
situation.
Conservation value: High

1. Concrete mixing tower:
The concrete is produced with different 
deposits and cement. Built in 1989. Tall silo 
building that works as a landmark in the 
urban situation. 
Conservation value: High 

2. Office:
Nordbetong AS use only a small part of the 
building, the rest is empty. 
Built in 1990. Painted red wood and brick 
building.  
Conservation value: Low 

4. The crane:
Used today to lift boats and loading from the 
port. 
Built: unknown. Tallest element on the site. 
A landmark for the surrounding area. 
Conservation value: High 

Silo bygg:

Byggeår 1961, høyt silobygg som 
markerer seg i bysituasjonen. 

Bevaringsverdi: Høy

Tønsberg spedisjon, lager og 
kontor:

Byggeår 1971, invendige konstruk-
sjoner vurderes som interesante å 
bevare. 

Bevaringsverdi: Medium

Lager hall:

Byggeår 2006, rød stål lagerhall, 
utmerker seg i sin form.

Bevaringsverdi: Medium

Betong blande tårn:

Byggeår 1989, høy silobygg som 
markerer seg i bysituasjonene.

Bevaringsverdi: Høy

Kontorbygg:

Byggeår 1990, rød malt tre og mur 
bygg. Bryter med typologien i områ-
det, ukjent arkitekt

Bevaringsverdi: Lav

Kranbane:

Byggeår 1939, eldste elementet på 
stedet ( fra den tiden det var kull la-
ger drift på tomten), konstruksjonene 
er rettningadannenede i situasjonene. 

Bevaringsverdi: Lav

Kran:

Byggeår ukjent, høyeste elementet 
på stedet, markerer seg i bysituas-
jonenen. 

Bevaringsverdi: Høy



6. Storage hall: 
Currently used as warehouse for Tønsberg 
Spedisjon. One part of the building is used  
for offices, the other is used for storage. 
Built in 1971. The main structure is interest-
ing to preserve. 
Conservation value: Medium 

5. Silo tower:
Used today is unknown.
Built in 1961, tall silo building that stands 
out in the urban situation.
Conservation value: High

7. Storage hall: 
Used today for storage of steel elements. 
Built in 2006, red steel / metal warehouse.  
Stands out because of it´s characteristic 
shape. 
Conservation value: Medium 

8. Sand storage: 
Open concrete elements used as sand stor-
age. Linear directional element. 
Conservation value: Medium 



Our ambition is to preserve the character of the 
place. The industrial history of the site must be 
emphasized. 

We wish to achieve something new by taking care 
of existing structures and let them govern our new 
additions. We want to achieve a new architecture 
that we had not acquired without these existing 
structures. 

We will work with our site in such a way that our 
project relates to the existing  surrounding qualities 
and future urban development. 

We will create a new urban meeting place by add-
ing a cultural program. 

The theatre will have influence on the future devel-
opment of the surrounding area. 

The theatre program itself will create a complex, 
varied and different theatre experience. 

Our ambition:
1. Keep the character of the place. 
2. Work spatially and constructively with the exist- 
ing structures on site. 
3. Create a new public space. 
4. Create a complex, varied and different theater 
experience

Approach 
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URBAN PROGRAM 

1. Park/urban space
2. Connect the city and landscape/nature to-
gether 
3. Transform existing structures
4: Link to future city structure

THEATRE PROGRAM 

Stage
4 stages with different use. 
1. Flexible stage:10-400 people. Flat floor. Seating 
and stage can be formed flexibly within a dedicated 
room.
2. A fixed stage: 200 people. Endstage. The stage is 
located at the end and the audience is in amphithe-
atre.
3. Outdoor stage: for bigger events. 
4. A smaller stage. Stage tower. Transverse stage.

Workshop
Workshop for steel, wood, painting, mask, costume, 
shoes etc. Expose the production for the visitors. 

Actors
Wardrobe -makeup - changing  

Public
Ticket reception
Bar 
Cafe 

Program
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DRAWINGS 
Cityplan 1:5000 
Masterplan 1:1000
Situationplan 1:200 
Section 1:200
Elevation 1:200

Plans of separate theatres 1:100
Section of separate theatres 1:100

Detail section 1:50 with the connection between 
old and new. 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

MODELS
1:5000 City
1:750 Situation 
1:200 Building model
1:50 Space - Theatre

BOOKLETS 
Processbook
Theatre research 
City & Site Analyse 

Submitted material
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“Victims” - John Hejduk (1984) 

Bernard Tschumi - Parc de la Villete
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